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PREFACE
There is intense debate in the U.S. Pacific Northwest about how to manage the Federal Columbia
River Power System (FCRPS) and other hydropower dams in the Columbia River basin to
accomplish the dual goals of providing inexpensive electricity to the region while recovering salmon
populations. The Northwest Power and Conservation Act of 1980 (as amended in 1996) gave the
region the mandate to do both in a balanced manner, and it formed the Northwest Power Planning
Council (now called the Northwest Power and Conservation Council) to provide policy direction.
The Council consists of two representatives from each of the four Northwest states (Washington,
Oregon, Idaho, and Montana), and the Council employs a staff primarily in Portland, Oregon. The
Council variously interacts with the so-called Action Agencies (U.S. Department of Energy’s
Bonneville Power Administration, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and U.S. Bureau of Reclamation)
as well as NOAA Fisheries in implementing its Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife Program for
mitigating fish and wildlife losses from constructing and operating the FCRPS and its analyses of
power requirements for the region.
One of the more controversial management positions throughout the Council’s tenure has been the
use of river flow to assist downstream migrating juvenile salmon and steelhead. In particular,
electricity generation is often foregone in order to spill water over spillways to move fish past dams
without passing them through damaging turbines. During the generally spring migration period, much
water is normally spilled because river flows exceed the hydraulic capacity of powerhouses to
generate electricity. At other times, particularly late spring and early summer, spill is conducted at
mainstem dams to benefit downstream fish passage, to the detriment of potential electricity
generation (so-called managed or bypass spill). This occurs at both federal and non-federal dams; at
non-federal dams, a spill requirement is part of the operating license by the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission.
The U.S. Department of Energy has espoused a goal of increasing hydropower generation at existing
plants in the U.S by about 10%. Because new sites for conventional hydropower are limited, the gains
must come from innovative technologies (such as no-dam, inertial hydropower) or from efficiency
improvements at present facilities. Reducing spill in order to reserve it for hydroelectricity generation
is one important option for improving the amount of power obtained from existing facilities.
The argument has recently been made that selectively reducing managed spill for fish and generating
electricity with the additional water could provide funds needed for research, development and
deployment (RD&D) of new technologies that could aid both fish passage and the economy in the
long run. This arrangement, coupled with innovative financing of the RD&D costs, could alleviate
some of the problem of limited annual appropriations or other income for the action agencies in the
Pacific Northwest. In a wider sense, generating (instead of spilling) will increase the supply and
lower the cost of electricity in the U.S.
This report summarizes the spill issue in the Pacific Northwest. For perspective, background
information is provided on the various fish-passage routes at a dam and research being conducted to
improve their efficacy. The main message is that the region could use innovative economics as well
as innovative fisheries research and engineering to accomplish its long-range goals to foster both
salmon and electricity.
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ABSTRACT
This report indicates that reduction of managed spill at hydropower dams can speed implementation
of technologies for fish protection and achieve economic goals. Spill of water over spillways is
managed in the Columbia River basin to assist downstream-migrating juvenile salmon, and is
generally believed to be the most similar to natural migration, benign and effective passage route;
other routes include turbines, intake screens with bypasses, and surface bypasses. However, this belief
may be misguided, because spill is becoming recognized as less than natural, with deep intakes below
normal migration depths, and likely causing physical damages from severe shear on spillways, high
turbulence in tail waters, and collisions with baffle blocks that lead to disorientation and predation.
Some spillways induce mortalities comparable to turbines. Spill is expensive in lost generation, and
controversial. Fish-passage research is leading to more fish-friendly turbines, screens and bypasses
that are more effective and less damaging, and surface bypasses that offer passage of more fish per
unit water volume than does spill (leaving more water for generation). Analyses by independent
economists demonstrated that goals of increased fish survival over the long term and net gain to the
economy can be obtained by selectively reducing spill and diverting some of the income from added
power generation to research, development, and installation of fish-passage technologies. Such a plan
would selectively reduce spill when and where least damaging to fish, increase electricity generation
using the water not spilled and use innovative financing to direct monetary gains to improving fish
passage.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Juvenile salmon and other anadromous fish migrating from spawning areas in fresh water to the ocean
often must pass through one or more hydropower dams. In the Columbia River basin, this may mean
passage through up to nine dams on the Columbia River mainstem (Figure 1). For juvenile salmon
originating in the Snake River tributary, this may mean up to eight dams. Although these
circumstances are most prominent in the hydropower-rich Columbia River basin, similar situations
face migratory fishes in other river systems such as in New England and maritime Canada, where
rivers with Atlantic salmon are developed for hydropower, and in much of the U. S. east coast where
American shad and other anadromous species use coastal rivers.
As the Columbia-Snake hydropower system is presently configured, downstream-migrating juvenile
salmon have up to five possible routes for passage past dams. These are: (1) transit through the
turbines, (2) diversion from turbine intakes by partial intake screens and through a fish bypass to the
dam tailwater, (3) spill through spillways, (4) surface bypasses, including ice and trash sluices, and
(5) transportation (Figures 2 and 3). Transportation refers to the collection of juveniles at a turbine
bypass (route 2) of an upstream dam for trucking or barging them around all subsequent dams
(Figure 4).
Studies have found that survival of juvenile salmonids differs by route of passage. Survival was
generally highest for spillways, followed by turbine-screen bypass systems and then turbines
(Schoeneman et al. 1961; Whitney et al. 1997; Muir et al. 2001). The estimated relative survival
through the Snake River dams was highest at spill bays without flow deflectors for dissolved gas
control (98% to 100%), followed by spill bays with flow deflectors (93% to 100%), turbine screenbypass systems (65% to 99%), and then turbines (87% to 93%) (Muir et al. 2001). Ploskey et al.
(2001) compiled route-specific survival estimates from studies of fish tagged with PIT (passive
integrated transponder) tags to characterize total effects (both direct and indirect mortalities) at The
Dalles Dam where estimated relative survival of spring migrants was 96%, 92%, and 81-86%, and
summer migrants survival was 92%, 93%, and 84% for spillbays, sluiceways, and turbines,
respectively. The routes and their main benefits and problems for fish passage are briefly described
below, with emphasis on spill.

1.1

Turbines

Juvenile salmon are carried through the turbine with the water flow, usually after some delay in the
dam forebay for fish to descend to the turbine intakes. Turbines inflict damage to fish by several
means: pressure changes, direct physical contact and damage through strike and grinding, cavitation,
shear stresses, and strong turbulence (Cada et al. 1997). Because the circa 15% mortality in passing
through conventional Kaplan-type turbines used on the Columbia and Snake rivers was deemed the
most severe of all in-river routes and unacceptable, a basin-wide goal of having at least 80% of
juvenile migrants passing through non-turbine routes was developed (Whitney et al. 1997).
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Figure 1. Major dams in the Columbia River Basin. Salmon have access to the bases of
Chief Joseph Dam on the Columbia River and Hells Canyon Dam on the Snake River. In this
area, Priest Rapids, Wanapum, Rocky Reach, Rock Island, and Wells are non-federal dams.
(ORNL-2005-01588)
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Figure 2. Passage options for downstream-migrating juvenile salmon at Columbia and
Snake river dams, using Ice Harbor Dam on the Snake River as an example. 1- turbine
passage, 2-turbine intake screens and bypass, 3- spill, 4- transportation by truck or barge. Ice
and trash sluiceway is shown in Figure 3. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)

Figure 3. Photograph of The Dalles Dam, showing ice and trash sluiceway (small white
plume next to the powerhouse) that has been effective as a surface bypass for juvenile
salmon. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)
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Figure 4. Transportation of juvenile salmon by barge around mainstem dams. (Photo
courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)

1.2

Turbine Screens and Bypass

Diversion of juvenile salmon from the turbine intake into a bypass system was developed in the 1970s
as the first engineered alternative passage route (Figure 5). Early bioengineering studies of juvenile
salmon behavior at the dams showed that surface-oriented juveniles entered deep turbine intakes
(50-100 ft deep) reluctantly after delays in the forebay (the zone of the reservoir immediately
upstream of the dam), then oriented to the ceilings of intakes, and entered the gate wells located at the
tops of the intakes (Coutant and Whitney 2000). The gate wells, intended as slots for inserting solid
barriers for excluding water from flowing into the turbines during maintenance, became refuges for
many young fish. Nets were initially designed to rescue fish caught in the gate wells. Further
reflection showed that this phenomenon could offer a useful route for bypassing the turbine. Vertical
barrier nets were designed to guide fish in gate wells to passageways through the dam and thence to
below the dam. There was extensive “replumbing” of dams to provide these passageways (for a fuller
account, see Mighetto and Ebel 1994). Although survival within these bypasses is usually greater than
98%, disoriented fish often were subject to intense predation where the bypassed fish are returned to
the river. Ongoing research has led to several diversion screen types (e.g., traveling, extended-length),
various designs of vertical barrier nets in gate wells, more fish-friendly piping, and outfalls below
dams that minimize predation on the stressed fish on release. Most mainstem Columbia and Snake
River dams in the Federal Columbia River Power System operated by the Corps of Engineers now
have such screens installed. However, dams owned and operated by non-federal entities on the
Columbia River mainstem (Priest Rapids, Wanapum, Rocky Reach, Rock Island, and Wells) do not
have such diversion screens and rely entirely on spill of water over the dam spillways to convey fish.
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Figure 5. Cross section of a generalized hydropower dam in the Columbia River basin,
showing a submerged screen to intercept fish heading toward the turbine and the
bypass channel inside the dam that leads to the tailwater. (from Cada et al. 1997)
(ORNL-96M-1484)

1.3

Spill

In any water year, some of the Columbia River basin water is spilled over spillways at the mainstem
dams during the spring snowmelt (Figure 6). There is insufficient storage capacity in headwater
storage reservoirs to retain all the initial melt water, and high river water stages necessarily result
(although the peak flows contain much less water than prior to river regulation by storage dams).
Powerhouses at the mainstem dams are not designed to accommodate these peak flows. Powerhouses
use water for electricity generation up to their design hydraulic capacity and then the remainder of the
flow is spilled (“involuntary spill”). In addition to this involuntary spill, there is voluntary bypass or
“managed spill” at other times of year (or in addition to the amounts of involuntary spill in spring) to
assist migration of juvenile salmon downstream (Whitney et al. 1997). How this “managed spill” is
managed is the topic of this report.
Involuntary spill occurs in spring when many juvenile salmon are migrating downstream. This is
because salmon out-migration has evolved to make use of the high flows and swift water velocities to
speed the salmon out to sea. This involuntary spill at dams has been viewed as fairly natural and
similar to fish passing over turbulent waterfalls such as Celilo Falls and Kettle Falls, now both
inundated by hydropower dams. Resource agencies have considered spill to be the most normative
route of passage, that is, most like natural migration with the bulk water flows.
As a seemingly normative passage route, spill was seen as a feature that could be managed to promote
downstream passage even when there was not excess water in the river relative to hydropower
capacity. Spill would be used for the benefit of downstream-migrating juvenile salmonids with the
understanding that spill is usually the most benign and effective among the passage routes available.
Whitney et al. (1997) reviewed 13 (3 steelhead and 10 salmon) estimates of spill mortality
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Figure 6. A generalized dam on the Columbia River, with two cross sections of the
spillway showing typical spill at the base of a Tainter gate and surface spill. (from
Cada et al. 1997). ORNL-96M-1483)

and concluded that 0 to 2% is the most likely mortality range for standard spillbays. Spill mortality
may be greater at dams with spill deflectors and with localized hydraulic conditions such as back
eddies or islands, that may provide habitat and refuge for predators (Iwamoto et al. 1994; Muir et al.
2001). Spill can also increase fish survival by shortening migration times through forebays, tailraces,
and reservoirs, and by minimizing exposure to predators, stressful temperatures, and diseases
(Snelling and Schreck 1994; Hansel et al. 1999, 2003; Shively et al. 1996; Beeman et al. 2003).
Managed spill became a preferred option for enhancing downstream fish passage at dams in years
when there is little involuntary spill and in the medium-to-low flow seasons of years with typical river
flows. In December 1988, the resource agencies and the Corps of Engineers developed a 10-year spill
program (Fish Spill Memorandum of Agreement) for implementation at projects that were not
equipped with adequate turbine bypass systems to achieve the 80% non-turbine passage goals.
Declines in salmonids in the 1980s and early 1990s prompted the development of more aggressive
spill management plans under the 1995 and 2000 NMFS Biological Opinions for operation of the
Federal Columbia River Power System under the Endangered Species Act prepared by the National
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Marine Fisheries Service (now called NOAA Fisheries) of the Department of Commerce. Spill has
been endorsed as a preferred route for dam passage by the Northwest Power Planning Council (now
called the Northwest Power and Conservation Council) and it’s Independent Scientific Advisory
Board (NPPC 1999). Managed spill is particularly valued in summer when the underyearling fall
Chinook salmon are migrating. Unlike the yearlings that migrate predominantly with high water in
spring, the underyearlings migrate slowly in late spring and summer of their first year, growing as
they migrate. It is believed that their safe passage in the warmer season is enhanced by flow
augmentation (provision of extra water from upstream storage reservoirs) and managed spill. (NPPC
1994, NPCC 2003c)
Spill is the primary action for fostering fish passage in the Columbia and Snake rivers today.
Managed spill has been stipulated at each Snake and Columbia river project as part of the NMFS
(NOAA Fisheries) 2000 Biological Opinion. As noted above, spill is the only non-turbine route of
passage designed into the non-federal, Columbia River mainstem dams. A complex spill regimen is
selected each year for Columbia River mainstem dams, both as an intended strategy and as a base for
analyzing alternatives. A “base case” for spill at the Columbia River mainstem dams for 2001 is
illustrative (NPPC 2001):
Federal dams:
Bonneville Dam – 75 Kcfs (day) and 90 Kcfs (night)
The Dalles Dam – 40% of river flow spilled (continuous for 24 hours)
John Day Dam – 30% spill (12 hours at night)
McNary Dam – No spill; 50% fish transport
Non-Federal Dams:
Priest Rapids Dam – 61% spill (24 hours)
Wanapum Dam – 43% spill (24 hours)
Rock Island Dam – 31 Kcfs spill (24 hours)
Rocky Reach Dam – 15% spill (24 hours)
However, faith in spill may be misguided, because spill is becoming recognized as less than
normative ecologically, and socially expensive in terms of foregone power production. Ecologically,
spillways are poor matches for natural migration paths (Coutant and Whitney 2000). Spill generally
occurs from deep-water intakes below the normal surface fish migrations, resulting in delayed
passage as fish seek the openings. Delays increase the likelihood of losses in the reservoir due to
predation, and extend the exposure times to warm water in summer. Passing over spillways causes
physical damages to fish from high velocities, severe shear on spillway surfaces, pressure changes
more severe than in turbine passage high turbulence in tail waters, and collisions with baffle blocks
that lead to disorientation and predation (Bell and Lacy 1972; Ruggles and Murray 1983; Absolon
et al. 2000; Muir et al. 2001; Carlson and Duncan 2003; Nosmardeau Associates et al. 2003). As more
information has become available, the general superiority of spill at all dams is being questioned.
Although some spillways are fairly benign, other spillways have been shown to induce long-term
mortalities comparable to those from passing through turbines.
It is known that spill, especially so-called “summer spill”, is economically expensive. Summer spill is
mostly in July and August when spill is used for benefit of late-migrating fall Chinook salmon, which
originate mostly in the Snake River. Staff of the Northwest Power and Conservation Council
(Council) presented preliminary analyses of the costs and fish population effects of summer spill for
the federal power system (NPCC 2003a, 2003b). They estimated that ending August bypass
(managed) spill in normal flow years would generate about $38 million per year in new power
revenues with negligible fish impacts. The Bonneville Power Administration likewise examined the
benefits of ending summer bypass spill in mid-August (two weeks early relative to the current ending
at the end of August) at Bonneville, The Dalles, John Day, and Ice Harbor dams in average years
7
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(Cooper 2003). They estimated that annual power revenues would increase by $17 million. Summer
spill is especially expensive because of increased load demand and increased value of each megawatt
of power generated in summer. These preliminary estimates culminated in proposals to reduce or
eliminate summer spill in 2004-2006. In section 2 we consider the societal costs of managed spill in
more detail.

1.4

Surface Bypasses

The fourth option for passing juvenile salmon at dams is the surface spill or surface bypass. It is an
option that has developed an enthusiastic following because of its potential for collecting migrants in
their normal near-surface migration location (thus minimizing migration delays), utilizing the normal
migratory behavior of the fish to enter a bypass rather than artificial screens or other diversion
devices, and (most importantly) passing large numbers of fish per unit volume of water, making it
more efficient of water use than spill. The initial “surface bypasses” were ice and trash sluiceways
designed to pass floating material that would otherwise accumulate behind dams (Whitney et al.
1997; Figure 3). Observations in the 1950s indicated that these routes were used by an inordinately
large number of juvenile salmon for the volume of water passed. The sluice at The Dalles Dam was
especially effective and is a major fish passageway today, even without major modification. As a
result of these observations, “stop-log” tests were run, in which temporary gates (normally used for
spillway maintenance) were lowered upstream of the typical spillway’s tainter gates but allowing
several feet of water to pass over or near the top (Figure 6). These tests confirmed the natural
tendency of smolts to pass over a surface weir and to do so in numbers larger than the numbers
passing in normal deep spill. However, blockage of spillways and engineering concerns for the
structural integrity of the dams prevented routine installation of such surface-flow weirs.
Extensive research and testing within the last decade has developed functional surface bypasses. A
spill configuration at Wells Dam (spillways located above the turbines) indicated that greater than
90% of the downstream migrants could be passed in 10% of the water flowing through the dam.
Although not truly a surface bypass, the success demonstrated that shallower water and fish could be
diverted above turbines. This concept was tested with prototype bypasses at Lower Granite and
Bonneville dams and at the Cowlitz Falls Dam on the Cowlitz River, but with only moderate to poor
success. More recently, a Removable Spillway Weir applicable to many sites was tested at Lower
Granite Dam (Figures 7 and 8) and a Corner Collector was constructed at Bonneville Dam (Figure 9).
These successful attempts will be discussed in more detail Section 3.5 of this report. Despite their
demonstrated efficacy, surface bypasses are often expensive to develop, test, and install.

1.5

Transportation

In addition to these four routes of passage through a single dam, there is the transportation, by truck
or barge, of juvenile salmon from upstream dams to the freshwater tidal estuary below Bonneville
Dam (Figure 4; Giorgi et al. 2002). Because survival during passage through multiple dams was
believed to be low (cumulative 15% loss at each of many dams, if passage is through turbines), a
method for avoiding many mainstem dams was proposed and implemented in the 1970s. Juvenile
migrants have been collected from the screen bypasses at the upstream Lower Granite and Little
Goose dams on the Snake River and at McNary Dam on the Columbia River and moved by truck or
barge past the subsequent downstream dams. Research has shown that such transportation is of little
benefit for smolt-to-adult survival during much of a normal year. However, in-river survival of
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downstream-migrating smolts is low in late summer and during low-flow years; transportation at
those times is more likely to be a real benefit to the fish population. Recent analyses of returns of fall
Chinook salmon PIT-tagged as juveniles in in-river and transported lots indicates that transportation
is not benefiting fall Chinook survival to adults (JTS 2004).

Figure 7. Diagram of the Removable Spillway Weir developed by the U. S. Army Corps
of Engineers. (Courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)

9
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Figure 8. Photos of the Removable Spillway Weir at Lower Granite Dam. Counter
clockwise, from upper left: RSW on land; forebay view of RSW in place; RSW in place,
view from the dam; RSW spilling water at the right-hand spill bay. (Photos courtesy of
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)

Figure 9. Bonneville Dam showing locations of the Corner Collector (1), original
Corner Collector outfall (2), new Corner Collector outfall location (3) and the outfall
location for the juvenile salmon turbine bypass. Photo was taken before both outfalls
were extended. (Photo courtesy of U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)

10
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1.6

Hydropower Mitigation

Overall improvement in the survival of juvenile migrants through the hydropower system is the goal
of federal, state, tribal, and many private organizations. This improvement can be accomplished by
several means, as described further below. The survival of fish passing through turbines can be
improved with better, more “fish-friendly” turbine designs. The Corps of Engineers and the
Department of Energy’s Hydropower Program have pursued this avenue. Alternatively, intake screens
and the bypass systems to which they deliver fish can be improved. The Corps has conducted research
and development on extended-length screens and other screen and bypass improvements. In another
approach, the efficacy of spill can be improved, largely by matching managed spill regimes to the
timing and location of migrants, such as through selecting appropriate spill bays, spill flows, and
distribution of flows in day and night. Surface bypasses, the newest engineered technology, can be
improved in many ways including location, design, and operation. Surface bypasses are only recently
being installed as operational devices, even though ice and trash sluices continue to function well in
this regard (Whitney et al. 1997).
Rather than being considered alternatives, each of these approaches has been pursued in the Columbia
River basin simultaneously. The strategy of planned redundancy has been effective in bringing
juvenile salmon survival to nearly the level it experienced prior to the development of the hydropower
system (Williams et al. 2001). The downside is that pursuit of all four strategies at once has been very
expensive and the duration of effort for installation of any improved technology at each dam has been
prolonged. Simultaneous pursuit of several mitigation strategies has made it difficult to assign longterm, multi-year improvements or degradation to any one technology, and to conduct hypothesis
testing for improvement due to each technology.
Because of the high monetary cost of spill for fish passage in terms of foregone power production, a
formal proposal was presented by BPA and the Corps of Engineers in early 2004 to eliminate or
reduce spill at federal mainstem hydropower dams in the Columbia and Snake rivers. The proposal
was extremely controversial (a chronology of events is summarized below). Attempts by the
operating agencies of the Federal Columbia River Power System (mainly the Corps of Engineers and
Bonneville Power Administration) to reduce summer spill in 2004 and produce electricity and income
from the water not spilled led to lawsuits and denial of the proposal by the court. The controversy has
pitted apparent economic interests against apparent fisheries interests. Although settled for 2004, the
issue is bound to resurface. In fact, in an unrelated lawsuit, the U.S. District Court for Oregon on June
10, 2005 ordered the continuation of spill at the four lower Snake River dams and McNary, June 20
through August 31 to the exclusion of power generation (except for facility requirements) (National
Wildlife Federation versus Oregon, CV 05-23-RE).
This paper evaluates some of the more technical aspects of the controversy of reducing managed spill,
highlighting the trade-offs among routes for fish passage and between economics and successful fish
migration. Set apart from rhetoric and traditional animosities, the technical evidence provided here
suggests win-win approaches that can enhance long-term fish survival and increase the economic
benefits of hydropower.
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2.

SOCIETAL COSTS OF SPILL FOR FISH PASSAGE

Spill is an anomaly in several respects for its continued use or further implementation to enhance fish
passage. On the one hand, it is the easiest of all fish-passage alternatives to deploy. A decision can be
made to open spill gates and the result can be obtained within minutes to hours. As has been the case,
requirements for managed spill can be stipulated in policy documents such as the NOAA Fisheries’
Biological Opinions, without delays to conduct research and development. It seems inexpensive when
viewed in the short run.
However, of all the passage options, spill is the most costly alternative to society in the long run in
terms of foregone power production and the need to generate the power elsewhere. The Bonneville
Power Administration has recently made several estimates of the lost revenue from foregone power
generation in the Federal Columbia River Power System (that does not include the non-federal dams,
where spill is the main route of fish passage). In a January 2004 estimate of a typical year for water
availability, their analysis concluded that eliminating managed spill for fish passage at Columbia
River dams in July and August would reduce adult Chinook salmon returns by 19,000 fish, but gain
the Bonneville Power Administration about $77 million in revenue it now forgoes when it spills water
over dams. For a range of water years, the revenue foregone was $55-92 million.1 Eliminating
managed spill at Ice Harbor Dam alone on the Snake River would enable BPA to reduce spill costs by
$13 million to $22 million annually because more of the river flow could be used to generate power.
BPA estimated $1.2 billion in foregone 1978-2001 hydropower revenues in the Federal Columbia
River Power System due to spill for fish.
To put these monetary amounts in perspective, the hydroelectric dams on the Columbia and Snake
rivers produce an average of about 18,500 megawatts of electricity annually, which is about 75% of
the Northwest’s electricity supply (CRSOR 1991). This amounts to 444,000 Megawatt-hours per day
(although the production is not continuous either daily or hourly). At the current pricing average of
$36 per megawatt hour, this amounts to revenue of $15,984,000 per day or $5,834 million per year.
Thus, the lost generation of $77 million per year from managed spill for fish is slightly over 1.3% of
the average annual revenue from hydropower operations (range 0.9% to 1.6% for a range of water
years). Although small in percentage of hydropower revenues, the monetary amounts related to
managed spill are large in comparison to the costs of fish passage facilities, as discussed further
below.
The long-term cost effectiveness of spill has come under scrutiny because of the apparent long-term
expense of managed spill (Table 1; NPCC 2003a, b, 2004), coupled with coincidence of extremely
low river flows in 2001 and the disruption of energy markets in 2000-2001 with deep financial
ramifications for BPA (see Council’s account of the events of 2000-2001 in the main body of NPCC
2004). In addition, federal law mandates cost effectiveness of fish and wildlife measures. Section
§4(h) (6) (C) of the Northwest Power Act (Northwest Power Act, 94 Stat. 2710, as amended by Pub.
L. 104-206 §5124(h)(6)(C) §512(4)(h)(10)(D)(vi) September 30, 1996 110 Stat. 3005) requires that
the Northwest Power and Conservation Council, as a policy-setting organization for fish and wildlife
mitigation of hydropower, “will utilize, where equally effective alternative means of achieving the
same sound biological objective exist, the alternative with the minimum economic cost.” Section
§4(h) (10) (D) (vi) states: “in making its recommendations to BPA, the Council shall determine
whether the projects employ cost-effective measures to achieve program objectives.” The Council has
1

BPA has chosen to normalize on costs rather than megawatts because the value of electricity varies within a
day, seasonally, an annually according to demand and availability. BPA applied the price of $36/Megawatthour, which it derived from AURORA, a market pricing model used extensively in the region. The pricing
range used by BPA was $15-42/MWh in July and $30-48/MWh in August.
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Table 1: Annual Average Cost and Energy Loss of Managed (Bypass) Spill for the
Federal Columbia River Power System (river flows at each project are
50-year averages; assumes power operations anticipated for 2006;
costs in 2004 dollars). (from NPCC 2005, Appendix O)
Cost
Energy Loss
Project/Season
(Millions $)
(MW-Hours)
John Day/Summer
31.1
766,810
John Day/Spring
29.6
791,895
Ice Harbor/Spring
28.6
742,361
The Dalles/Spring
27.5
735,028
The Dalles/Summer
25.6
625,399
Bonneville/Summer
23.3
560,671
Bonneville/Spring
20.7
542,524
McNary/Summer
12.2
306,571
Ice Harbor/Summer
11.8
292,441
McNary/Spring
10.6
276,784
Lower Monumental/Spring
8.8
233,917
Little Goose/Spring
4.1
109,644
Lower Granite/Spring
3.3
87,504
Total (energy loss in average megawatts)
237
693

responded to these circumstances with 2003 Mainstem Amendments to the Columbia River Basin
Fish and Wildlife Program (NPCC Council Document 2003-11, Page 19) that call for “a rigorous
evaluation of the biological effectiveness and cost of spillway passage” to “determine if it is possible
to achieve the same, or greater, levels of survival and biological benefit to migrating fish as currently
achieved while reducing the amount of water spilled, thus decreasing the adverse impact on the
region’s power supply.”
Concurrent with these concerns over the cost-effectiveness of spill for fish passage in the Columbia
River basin, the Department of Energy has espoused a goal of a 10% increase in hydropower
production nationally over 10 years (Cada et al. 2004; Sommers et al. 2005.). Hydropower is the most
fully implemented of the many renewable energy resources, which also include wind, geothermal,
and solar energy. Hydropower has many societal benefits compared to other energy sources; for
example, water can be stored for use when needed, hydropower is easily turned on and off to meet
fluctuating electricity demands, there are no emissions of carbon dioxide that would fuel the
greenhouse effect and global warming (although methane can be an issue for deep storage reservoirs),
dams and reservoirs create other benefits such as recreational boating and reliable municipal water
supplies. Because it is so fully implemented, however, there are few environmentally acceptable
locations for new hydropower dams. Therefore, improvement in the production efficiency of existing
hydropower facilities is a logical goal. More efficient water utilization for power production is,
therefore, a clear objective. For much of the Columbia River basin where hydropower is dominant
power supply, this objective means using less managed spill.
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3.

STRATEGIC ALTERNATIVES TO MANAGED SPILL

If not managed spill, then what? Alternatives to managed spill for fish passage are being developed.
This section briefly describes several options. In some cases, these alternatives are highly engineered
solutions, whereas in others they derive from observations of the high fish passage effectiveness
(number of fish passed per unit volume of water) from existing or readily modified structures.

3.1

Fish Friendly Turbines

One avenue for reducing managed spill for fish and capturing the additional generating power from
water otherwise spilled is through use of advanced turbines that are less damaging to fish passing
through them (so-called “fish-friendly” turbines). In principle, all the river flow could be passed
through turbines if the mortality rates through turbines are equal to or less than those experienced by
fish in spill. Both the Corps and the Department of Energy have supported development of such
turbines (USACE 2004; Cada et al. 2004; Sale et al. 2006). One of the first of these new turbine
designs, the Minimum Gap Runner Turbine (MGR), was tested in prototype at Bonneville Dam for
both mechanical and biological effectiveness (USACE 2004). Among other improvements, this
design sought to minimize the gaps between the turbine’s blade (runner) and both the hub and the
surrounding wall. This approach was taken because many injuries have been attributed to fish being
squeezed through these gaps, where physical abrasion and shear forces are intense.
Another test of an advanced-design runner was carried out at Wanapum Dam in Spring 2005 (Brown
and Garnant 2006; Normandeau Associates, Inc. 2006). Compared to the existing turbines, the new
turbine has a larger runner diameter, greater output rating (111.8 MW instead of 89.5 MW), and
greater hydraulic capacity (18.5 kcfs instead of 17.8 kcfs) (Figure 10). Grant County PUD completed
the installation of the advanced MGR turbine into Unit 8. Compared to a conventional Kaplan
turbine, the advanced turbine is expected to have lower values for several potential fish injury
mechanisms: shear stress, turbulence, cavitation, and grinding. On the other hand, the MGR has more
blades (6 vs. 5) and more wicket gates (32 vs. 20) than the Kaplan turbines at Wanapum, which might
increase the potential for strike injuries. If fish passage survival through the advanced turbine meets
decision criteria for environmental performance (fish survival through the advanced turbine is at least
as good as through the existing turbine), then installation of the next 9 advanced turbines would
proceed on a schedule of approximately 1 per year. If all 10 conventional Kaplan turbines are
replaced by MGRs, total power output from the Wanapum Dam would increase from 895 MW to
1118 MW (25% increase) and the total rated hydraulic capacity would increase from 178 kcfs to
185 kcfs (a 3.9% increase). Design, installation, and testing of the advanced turbine at Wanapum
were accomplished with the assistance of the U.S. Department of Energy’s Wind and Hydropower
Technologies Program.
Installation and preliminary engineering performance testing of the MGR at Wanapum Unit 8 were
completed by mid-February 2005 (Figure 11). Performance results were reported by Normandeau
Associates, Inc, et al (2006). Fish survival tests, using sensor fish, balloon-tagged fish, and PITtagged fish were carried out in February, March, and April 2005. Tagged fish were passed through
two turbines (the new MGR in Unit 8 and the conventional Kaplan turbine in Unit 9), 3 intake slots in
each turbine (A, B, and C), two intake release depths (10 ft and 30 ft), and 5 turbine flows (9, 11, 15,
17 and 18.5 kcfs). A total release of 8,960 balloon-tagged fish and 1,000 sensor fish were used to
quantify direct mortality associated with turbine passage. The results of these extensive
environmental performance tests indicated that the overall weighted fish survival was statistically the
same in the new and the existing units (approximately 98%; Normandeau Associates, Inc., et al.
2006). That performance satisfied the FERC license requirements and will enable more advanced
turbines to be installed. The new unit also produced a 14% increase in power output and a 3%
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Figure 10. Comparison of the design features of the existing (Unit 9) and new (Unit 8)
runners at Wanapum Dam. (Figure courtesy of Public Utility District No. 2 of Grant County,
Washington).

increase in water use efficiency. More performance testing will occur at Wanapum Dam as more of
the advanced runners are installed. If the Wanapum tests are conclusive in demonstrating a major
benefit for fish of this design, it is the Utility District’s intent to significantly reduce spill and increase
hydropower generation (spill is currently the primary passage route). Previously, spill requirements
for the spring and summer periods were as high as 32% of the river flow at Wanapum Dam and 60%
of the river flow at Priest Rapids Dam (Brown and Garnant 2006).
The potential success of installing fish-friendly turbines depends on the results of prototype
installation and testing. Federal cost-sharing from the U.S. Department of Energy’s Hydropower
Program has been an important part of the prototype testing up to this point (Sale et al. 2006); if the
DOE Program is closed out as proposed, industry will have to carry the full cost and development risk
of new turbines.
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Figure 11. Advanced-design runner installed at Wanapum Dam Unit 8 in 2005 (Photo
courtesy of Public Utility District No. 2 of Grant County, Washington).
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3.2

Improvements to Turbine Bypasses

The main problems with turbine screening and its associated fish bypasses (the standard approach for
federal projects) have been the incomplete collection of fish in turbine intakes and high predation
rates on juvenile salmon at the points where fish are returned to the river (Whitney et al. 1997).
Although juvenile salmon tend to enter turbine intakes near the ceiling (Coutant and Whitney 2000)
many are not diverted by the intake screens, which only partially occlude the turbine entrance. Thus,
there has been a program to extend the lengths of intake screens (extended-length screens; e.g.,
Brege et al. 2000). At the outfall, predators such as northern pikeminnow, gulls, pelicans, and
cormorants congregate at the outfalls and devour the fish. The fish are vulnerable because of their
high concentration, disorientation from being screened and conveyed, and the often slow-moving
water into which they are released. There are continuous efforts to upgrade these outfalls to make
them less hazardous to fish (Shively et al. 1996). Notable among the efforts was the 2-mile-long
outfall pipeline below Bonneville Dam, which conveys fish collected at the turbines to a point
downstream where swift currents make predatory activities more difficult than in the dam’s
immediate tailwaters (Figure 9).

3.3

Ice and Trash Sluiceway at the Dalles Dam

Fortuitously, the surface ice and trash sluiceway at The Dalles Dam has passed large numbers of
surface-oriented juvenile migrants in a small amount of water compared to spill over the spillways
(Whitney et al. 1997; Figure 3). The surface overflow at the downstream end of the powerhouse was
designed to collect woody debris and surface ice that had been drawn to the powerhouse by the
turbine-induced currents. It also serves that purpose for surface-oriented juvenile salmon drawn to
the powerhouse that become stalled in their migration by failure to immediately enter the deep turbine
entrances. This structure has given impetus for much research and development on surface bypasses.

3.4

Wells Dam Hydrocombine

Another dam development fortuitously demonstrated the importance of surface bypasses for passing
juvenile migrants. Wells Dam was constructed with a “hydrocombine” design in which the spillway
and powerhouse are one structure. Water is spilled above the turbines from the water that overlies the
turbine intake. Downstream migrants drawn to the powerhouse near the surface are less apt to be
stalled, and they pass over the spillway largely unimpeded. Wells Dam tends to pass about 90% of the
migrants in less than 10% of the river flow, thus allowing the remainder to be used for power
generation (Skalski et al. 1996; Coutant and Whitney 2000). The Wells configuration was been
emulated for testing of add-on surface bypass structures at Bonneville Dam and elsewhere.

3.5

Improvements in Surface Bypasses

Development of surface bypasses for more ecologically normative, less hazardous, and waterefficient juvenile fish passage was spurred by recommendations and requirements of advisory and
regulatory bodies through the mid and late 1990s. The Independent Scientific Advisory Board (ISAB)
and the Independent Scientific Review Panel (ISRP) reviewed surface bypass studies and
recommended accelerated development. The Northwest Power Planning Council (now called the
Northwest Power and Conservation Council) included mandates for surface bypass development in its
1995 Columbia River Basin Fish and Wildlife Program. The 2000 Biological Opinion by NOAA
Fisheries (National Marine Fisheries Service) on the operation of the FCRPS under the Endangered
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Species Act included several actions for surface bypass development in the Reasonable and Prudent
Alternative.
3.5.1

Surface Bypass at Rocky Reach Dam

The Chelan County Public Utility District has, for several years, conducted research and development
on surface bypass technologies at its Rocky Reach dam (Johnson et al. 1997; Peven and Mosey
1998). This dam is constructed in a shape that funnels surface-migrating juvenile salmon towards a
cul-de-sac in the turbine forebay. Despite spill over the spillways (spill being the standard approach
for non-federal, FERC-licensed projects on the Columbia River), many fish became entrapped near
the surface in the cul-de-sac, were delayed in their migration, and eventually passed through the
turbines where damages occurred. Some means of collecting these fish from the forebay and guiding
them to a safe passage route has been the continuing objective of Chelan County PUD. After testing
several prototypes, a final design was implemented in 2003. Use of the bypass reduces the need to
spill water over the dam. That unspilled water is used to generate electricity which more than offsets
the $112 million cost of the bypass. Over 15 years, the bypass is expected to save spill worth about
$400 million. (Steig et al. 2001; Chelan PUD 2003; http://www.chelanpud/hydro/rr/Rocky.htm)
3.5.2

Surface Bypasses at Corps Dams

Several surface bypass designs have been investigated at Columbia River dams operated by the Corps
of Engineers (Johnson et al. 1997; Dauble et al. 1999). Bulkheads with near-surface releases were
installed just upstream of Tainter gates at The Dalles Dam, various sizes and shapes of vertical slots
as well as a surface skim design were tested at sluices at Ice Harbor Dam, channels over the
powerhouse were tested at Bonneville and Lower Granite dams. Lower Granite Dam became the
main location for testing surface bypass prototypes. Effectiveness was mixed, but understanding of
both biology and engineering grew. Performance of both the surface bypass itself and the guidance of
fish toward it were understood to be important.
3.5.3

Wanapum Dam Surface Bypass Prototype

A prototype powerhouse channel surface bypass was also developed at the non-federal Wanapum
Dam, where spill has been the main fish passage route provided, to the detriment of generating
capability. The channel hung over the powerhouse entrances, with the intent of collecting surfaceoriented juveniles. Concurrent operation of spillways provided little opportunity for fish to discover
the surface bypass, and performance was poor (Kumagai et al. 1997). As in the Corps’ studies,
attraction to the bypass in the dam forebay is key to success. A modified bypass is expected to be
installed by 2007 in place of a future turbine Unit 11.
3.5.4

Bonneville Corner Collector

The Second Powerhouse at Bonneville Dam has been a source of consternation over juvenile fish
passage. The entire production of the Columbia River Basin must pass Bonneville Dam, so high
mortalities at this point are especially unacceptable. Despite its relatively recent construction, the
Second Powerhouse has had a particularly ineffective fish screening and bypass system. Nonetheless,
an ice and trash sluiceway built at the south end of the powerhouse seemed to effectively pass large
numbers of juvenile migrants (Figure 9). Its performance seemed to mimic the high fish-passage
efficiency of the ice and trash sluiceway at The Dalles Dam, discussed above. Attraction to the
location of the sluice was occurring without special guidance devices. It was clear that fish were
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drawn hydraulically toward the powerhouse and, similar to Rocky Reach, they became concentrated
in the “corner” formed by the powerhouse and the adjoining abutment. Exit by way of the sluice was
both biologically and hydraulically logical in contrast to having fish dive to the depths of the turbine
intakes. Therefore, the sluiceway was modified to become a full-fledged fish bypass system,
principally by extending the sluiceway farther down the island that separates the powerhouse from the
spillway (USACE 1997).
3.5.5

Removable Spillway Weir

The Corps of Engineers responded to calls for an improved surface bypass by developing a
Removable Spillway Weir (RSW). This is a surface overflow weir installed as an insert into a
standard spillway gate nearest the powerhouse. The weir replaces the function of the existing Tainter
gate (which withdraws water from as deep as 50 feet) with a surface overflow similar to an ice and
trash sluiceway or the successful surface-flow spillways tested earlier using modified stop logs.
Because spillways at each dam are designed for the record floods, there is a potential need to have full
functionality of the spillway gate used. Therefore, the weir was designed as a self-contained structure
that could be tilted into the dam forebay and made completely free of the spillway opening (Figures 7
and 8).
A prototype RSW was installed at Lower Granite Dam in summer 2001 and tested for its fish-passage
efficiency in springs of 2002 and 2003. In 2002, the tests showed that the RSW was an effective route
of passage for fish, discharging 8.5% of the water through the dam yet passing 56-62% of the tagged
fish over the course of the study (Anglea et al. 2003; Plumb et al. 2003). Further tests in 2003 when
conditions were established more similar to other dams (other test structures were removed), showed
that the RSW hastened movement through the dam’s forebay compared to normal maximum spill
(delay reduced by half) and fewer fish moved back upstream when encountering the dam (one third as
many hatchery Chinook salmon and half as many hatchery steelhead moved upstream as in normal
spill) (Plumb et al. 2004). Survival was also better through the RSW than through conventional spill
(98.0% ± 2.3 for RSW, 93.1 ± 6.0 for spill).
3.5.6

Summary of Alternatives

Although there are alternatives to spill, either in place or under development, spill still continues as
the main “technology” for fish passage in the mainstem Columbia and Snake rivers other than
collection and transportation. This is true for the federal and non-federal dams. Part of the reason for
its prominence is that, as noted in the introduction, spill seems most “natural” and as such is
supported by certain stakeholders. Also, implementation of alternative technologies takes time for
development, testing, and installation and thus is not immediately available, as is spill. Another part
of the equation is cost. Simply installing a known technology like the Corner Collector or the RSW at
every dam is something that annual budgets seem not to allow. This report explores the cost aspect in
a later section.
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4.

THE 2004 FCRPS SPILL CONTROVERSY

With the economics of managed spill for fish migration so unfavorable for a region whose water
resources are over subscribed and whose hydropower needs are great, it is instructive to review in
detail the attempts by management agencies to limit managed spill for fish passage in order to boost
hydropower production. One’s perspective of the controversy that arose is informed by the brief
background on other available bypass technologies presented above, especially surface bypasses.
In early 2004, the Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
together, (the Action Agencies) proposed to change managed spill in the Federal Columbia River
Power System (FCRPS) for three years (2004 to 2006; BPA and the Corps 2004a). In exchange for
this change, they would provide fish mitigation in the form of “offsets” (Preliminary Proposal,
released March 30, 2004). The fish primarily affected would be the summer-migrating fall Chinook
salmon, including the ESA-listed Snake River stock. Under this proposal, August managed spill at Ice
Harbor, John Day, The Dalles, and Bonneville dams would have ceased. In July, managed spill would
have been modified from the levels mandated in the 2000 NMFS’ Biological Opinion according to
the dam: Ice Harbor Dam would have ceased spilling on July 15 while Bonneville spill would be
reduced from 75 to 50 kcfs. This proposal received numerous critical comments from the resource
agencies and environmental groups.
An Amended Proposal was released by the Action Agencies on June 8 that would have initiated only
a one-year reduction in summer spill operations and provided mitigation using offsets. The proposal
again consisted of specific spill management at specific dams. Clearly, the Action Agencies intended
that after this first year some spill reduction would continue in future years. Additional offsets for
summer spill reductions in 2005 and 2006 were offered for discussion. The proposal was modified
again in late June. An amendment to the 2004/2004-2008 Implementation Plan for the FCRPS
Biological Opinion Remand (the Revised BiOp), released June 23, 2004, made relatively small
changes to the Amended Proposal.
For each stage of the Action Agencies’ proposal, offsets were proposed to mitigate for estimated fish
losses from reducing spill. The offsets consisted of short-term actions to compensate with increased
fish abundance or better survival for the fish losses from curtailed spill. It is significant that these
were short-term actions. The agencies’ quantitative estimates of fish losses were matched by
estimated benefits from the offsets.
The offsets proposed were:
(1) Augmentation of the northern pikeminnow management program, to include focused removals of
this predatory fish from Bonneville, The Dalles, and John Day dam forebays and tailrace boat
restricted zones as well as a general increase in the reward structure in the Sport-Reward Fishery to
provide systemwide enhancement and benefit to all affected salmon stocks that might be eaten by this
fish, and
(2) Operational management to reduce stranding of fall Chinook salmon in the Hanford Reach that
would obligate BPA through a long-term agreement to maintain certain outflows from the federal
projects upstream of Priest Rapids Dam so that Priest Rapids could provide adequate, sustained flows
to the Hanford Reach immediately downstream. BPA would deliver Grant PUD amounts of energy to
mitigate generation losses that Grant would incur from operating Priest Rapids to limit hourly and
daily flow fluctuations.
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The total change in survival to adults from reduced summer spill and offsets was estimated by the
Action Agencies. Their analysis suggested that the two offsets would not entirely compensate for
losses. Losses to non-listed Hanford Reach fall Chinook would be fully compensated by Hanford
Reach anti-stranding measures, but the ESA-listed Snake River fall Chinook would not, and the
pikeminnow reduction might not increase survival of other non-listed Chinook enough to compensate
for spill reductions.
Therefore, other actions were “also under consideration as possible offsets.” These were
• Council Fish and Wildlife Program enhancement (exact actions not specified)
• Additional flow augmentation from Dworshak Reservoir
• Tribal harvest enforcement funding
• Additional or improved artificial production
• Avian predation research
• Additional water acquisitions
• Habitat protection/enhancement
• Commercial harvest reductions (non-tribal), as available
• Additional Removable Spillway Weirs
No offset funding would have gone to other fish bypass research and development, seen by many as
the only long-term alternative to managed spill for fish passage. Only the Corps’ Removable Spillway
Weir was considered, and then only in a very vague way.
The Amended Proposal provided an expanded set of offsets, as well as additional modeling and
analysis relative to that in the Preliminary Proposal. The intent of the Action Agencies was to fully
offset the impacts of the proposed 2004 spill-reduction operation on ESA-listed fish. The largest
offset, and the only one included in the Revised BiOp, was an additional volume of water (100,000
acre-feet in July) provided from storage in Idaho Power Company’s (IPC) Brownlee Reservoir on the
Snake River to benefit outmigration of Snake River fall Chinook subyearlings with added flow
(assumed to increase migration velocity). The cost to BPA would have been $4 million. In retrospect,
this offer might have been counterproductive biologically, for the water would have been warmer
than existing Snake River water and thus harmful to juvenile salmon from high-temperature effects.
Estimated increases in power revenue and costs of offsets for the Preliminary and Amended Proposals
were provided by the Action Agencies. For the Preliminary Proposal, gross power revenues would be
increased by an average of $47 million per year, or $141 million over three years. After deducting the
incremental costs of offsets, the Preliminary Proposal was expected to provide net revenue of about
$120 million, or $40 million per year, over three years. This net revenue included additional
expenditure of $10 million for the fish and wildlife program over 3 years, plus $6 to $15 million of
other, unspecified offsets. The amended proposal would have grossed $33-44 million per year, with a
net after offsets of $20-31 million. None of these specific offset costs included alternative bypass
research, development, or deployment.
Significantly, the Action Agencies included installation of Removable Spillway Weirs (RSWs) and
development of bypass technologies in the list of options for 2005-2006, although only vaguely and
without costs. The RSW was not included in the 2004 offsets because of the long time required for
RSW installation and the short time available between the proposals (spring 2004) and the intended
implementation of spill reduction (summer 2004). Based on evaluations of the RSW performance at
Lower Granite Dam, a long-term effort to accelerate installation of RSWs and other bypass
technologies would allow spill reductions without adverse effects on fish passage. The resource
agencies were supportive of this direction. The Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife
recommended expedited installation of RSWs or other surface bypass at McNary and Little Goose
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dams, followed by John Day and Lower Monumental dams, and The Dalles Dam. The Action
Agencies agreed that surface bypass methods have the potential to provide for lower spill volumes
than the current operation, with similar or better project survival. The Action Agencies were on an
expedited schedule to install an RSW at Ice Harbor Dam on the Snake River in winter 2004-2005
with initial testing conducted in spring 2005. The Dalles Dam is a high priority in the lower river,
where the Action Agencies have been planning to install a forebay juvenile guidance device. The next
Snake River priority identified is Lower Monumental Dam.
There was much controversy over the proposals by the Action Agencies, including lawsuits, and in
the end none was accepted for implementation in 2004. Tribal interests, environmental groups, and
fisheries agencies raised many issues with the analyses used by BPA and the Corps to support the
Preliminary Proposal. Particularly contentious were the Action Agencies’ calculations of reduced
juvenile fish survival with reduced spill and increased survival from the offsets. An exceptional
amount of controversy was associated with juvenile survival and smolt-to-adult returns in the Snake
River system, where ESA-listed stocks predominate. Tribal analyses indicated negative effects on
ESA-listed adults 10-15 times as large as estimated by the Action Agencies’ analysis. Similarly
different results were obtained by the Fish Passage Center. Despite additional offsets in the Amended
Proposal, the resource agencies did not agree that an acceptable balance had been achieved.
Uncertainty in fish estimates reduced confidence in the cost effectiveness of the proposal. There was
much less debate over changes in power production and revenue savings from managed spill
reductions and the costs of offsets.
In our opinion, the enduring conclusion from this high-intensity attempt to reduce spill in the FCRPS
in 2004 is not the one reached (no implementation). It is the pressing need for rigorous research,
development, and demonstration with juvenile fish bypasses that are ecologically normative and
installation of technologies that appear successful such as the RSW and the “corner collector” at
Bonneville’s Second Powerhouse. To do so, cost is the logical concern.
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5.

IEAB COST-EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

Despite uncertainties about biological estimates of changes in survival of juvenile salmon from spill
reduction or compensatory mitigation (offsets), there is an opportunity to compare less contentious
estimates for power production, revenue savings from spill reduction, and the costs of a variety of
potential compensatory or mitigation strategies to increase smolt survival. Such an analysis is
particularly opportune when it focuses on long-term approaches for simultaneously improving fish
survival, increasing electricity production, and creating a net economic benefit for society. Such was a
preliminary analysis conducted by the Independent Economic Analysis Board (IEAB or Board) of the
Northwest Power and Conservation Council (Council)(IEAB 2004).
The IEAB (2004) presents principles and examples of the application of cost-effectiveness analysis
(CEA) to actions intended to improve mainstem passage survival in the Snake River basin while
reducing spill and increasing power generation. The board reviewed CEA principles and discussed
related analyses and policy issues. The Board developed examples of applying CEA to managed
(bypass) spill and bypass facility modifications using information from a hydrosystem model
(Genesys, operated by the Northwest Power and Conservation Council), a model of Western power
pricing (AURORA ™, licensed by the Council from EPIS, Inc.), a model of juvenile salmon and
steelhead survival (SIMPAS, developed by the National Marine Fisheries Service), and information
on actual costs of bypass facility modifications already constructed in the basin.
Although preliminary, the IEAB’s CEA analysis predicted that juvenile passage survival can be
increased in the long run at a net cost reduction to power consumers. This is accomplished by
reducing spill, generating electricity with the water saved, using enhanced revenues along with the
ability to borrow against future power revenues, and applying the funds to the development and
deployment of fish-passage technologies. The result would be to speed the implementation of passage
improvements and ultimately the recovery of listed species and other salmon populations.
The Board developed simple cost-effectiveness measures for actions that have measurable survival
and cost benefits. There is a history of developing fish-passage technologies, discussed above, for
which both costs and survival benefits have been determined or estimated. These technologies include
extended-length screens for turbine intake bypasses at Lower Granite and Little Goose dams, and the
Corner Collector at Bonneville Dam’s second powerhouse. The measure chosen for the examples is
the cost of the fish-passage improvement divided by the change in the percent of juvenile migrants
surviving through the mainstem to below Bonneville Dam (that is, the cost per unit increase in
juvenile survival). These measures are compared to the revenue per unit increase in juvenile survival
from spill reductions, particularly eliminating managed August spill at Ice Harbor Dam.
The Board’s analysis suggested that extended length screens at Lower Granite and Little Goose dams
and the Bonneville second powerhouse Corner Collector are highly cost effective (Table 2). For
example, the extended-length screens at Lower Granite Dam appear to be approximately 50 times
(600/12) more cost effective for fall Chinook salmon juvenile passage than August spill at Ice Harbor.
The cost effectiveness of the Bonneville Corner Collector appears to be approximately 6 times
(600/95) more effective than the August spill at Ice Harbor.
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Table 2. Summary of cost per unit of juvenile survival for selected passage
actions in the juvenile cost-effectiveness analysis. From IEAB 2004.
$ Million per year per percentage point
increase in juvenile survival
Fall Chinook

Spring/summer
Chinook

Steelhead

August spill at Ice Harbor Dam

$600

No effect

No effect

Extended-length screens at Lower
Granite Dam

$12

$3

$6

Extended-length screens at Little
Goose Dam

$23

$7

$14

$95

$95

$158

Corner Collector at Bonneville
Dam

The analysis also considered the RSW planned for Ice Harbor Dam, and RSWs proposed for Little
Goose and Lower Monumental dams. RSWs are treated somewhat differently in the Board analysis
because they are assumed to have no direct effect on survival. Instead, increased revenues from
reduced spill can be compared directly to their costs, and net revenues can be used to fund other
passage improvements that do increase survival.
The analysis pointed out potential investments in fish passage improvements that may not be cost
effective and should be put on hold pending an improved cost-effectiveness showing. For example,
installing a RSW at Little Goose Dam does not appear to be cost effective, for increased power
revenues with current system operation would not be enough to pay for the weir system. Results at
Lower Monumental Dam were equivocal. These RSWs might be cost effective if their survival
benefit is increased or if costs are reduced (such as not needing a behavioral guidance system in the
dam forebay in addition to the weir itself).
The Board’s analysis also showed how CEA could be used to identify combinations of actions, or
scenarios, that make both power consumers and fish better off. In these analyses, a small percentage
increase in fish survival is accepted while showing a net economic benefit (in reality, a greater
increase in fish survival could be provided with a concomitant lower net economic benefit). For these
analyses, capital costs of facilities are annualized over 20 years at 4 percent real interest. The Board
summarized three such scenarios (Table 3).
The first scenario combines the cessation of August managed spill at Ice Harbor with installation of
extended-length screens at Lower Granite and Little Goose dams. Increased power revenues from
reduced spill were estimated to be greater than the annualized costs of the extended-length screens, so
net power system revenue (increased power revenues net of passage improvement costs) of $900,000
would be returned to ratepayers annually. At the same time, survival of Snake River juveniles would
be expected to increase by 0.31% to 1.11%, depending on the stock. In other words, power revenues
from eliminating managed spill in August at just one Snake River dam (Ice Harbor) could have
funded the cost of major improvements in fish passage at two other dams (Lower Granite and Little
Goose) increasing smolt survival and yielding a net power system revenue of nearly one million
dollars each year.
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A Removable Spillway Weir at Ice Harbor Dam appears to be cost effective in combination with
reducing annual managed spill at that dam by half (the RSW itself needs to spill some water to
function) but not affecting smolt survival. Increased power revenues from reduced spill would be
more than enough to finance the weir. In fact, the revenues would be sufficient to pay for Ice
Harbor’s RSW and build the Bonneville Corner Collector, while yielding 0.03% to 0.05% increase in
fish survival, depending on stock (essentially maintaining no loss), and providing a $6.26 million
annual benefit for the consumer.
The Board acknowledged certain limitations to its preliminary CEA study. First, the costs of some
facilities are retrospective (reflect costs of facilities already built) and might be higher under future
costing. The recent actual costs were, however, believed to be more reliable than future estimates.
When costs were uncertain, the higher of a range was selected. Second, the effects of passage
improvements on smolt survival are somewhat uncertain, as the intense debate in 2004 over
implementing spill reductions demonstrated. The analysis was based on conservative assumptions
regarding biological benefits, however. The analysis was based simplistically on annual average river
flow conditions, whereas results in any given year with different flows might be different for both
costs and effectiveness. Nonetheless, the general principles seem well demonstrated.
A major limitation for the federal power system is that there is currently no direct institutional
mechanism whereby power revenues from reduced managed spill can be used to fund fish passage
improvements. Although BPA and the basin’s Implementation Team, made up of representatives
from federal and state agencies, the tribes, and utilities, have some discretion for funding passage
improvements, a basic change in funding mechanisms is likely needed. The non-federal hydropower
producers already have this flexibility.
The Board’s analysis did not directly address research and development of new fish-passage
technologies, but the same principle of investing revenues from spill reduction would apply. For
instance, experimental modifications of the ice and trash sluiceway at The Dalles Dam could be
funded. A limitation of prototype surface bypasses at Lower Granite and Bonneville dams has been
lack of an effective attraction flow to guide smolts to the entrance, which could be remedied by
research on turbulent attraction flows (Coutant 2001a). The outfalls of present turbine-intake bypasses
are in need of study and modification to reduce predation on disoriented smolts. Multisensory
behavioral technologies involving selective repulsion and attraction using flows, strobe lights, and
sounds may be effective in aiding smolt guidance and passage (Coutant 2001b). The current dearth of
information on smolt passage through reservoirs, where delays and predation are strong influences on
survival (ISAB 2003), could be alleviated by funds from more cost-effective spill management.
These are but examples. Research and development, in combination with capital investment in
installations, could benefit from the sort of cost-effectiveness analyses and innovative financing
suggested by the IEAB.
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6.

CONCLUSIONS

Although spill is currently the preferred option for moving juvenile salmon downstream, reducing
managed spill and increasing generation could:
(1) pay for installing known fish-passage improvements such as Removable Spillway Weirs and
Corner Collectors (or other surface bypasses) at other dams;
(2) pay for extended-length screens where they do not exist;
(3) probably pay for replacement of old turbines with more fish-friendly designs (not explicitly
studied);
(4) pay for research and development of new surface bypass technologies; and
(5) pay for research on assisting smolt migrations through reservoirs (although these last three
have not been analyzed economically).
The outcomes would be more rapid deployment of fish-passage technologies, long-term improvement
in smolt survival through the hydrosystem, increased generation of electricity thereby fostering use of
renewable energy, and net revenue benefit for society.
These results would require development of institutional mechanisms whereby power revenues from
reduced managed spill could be used to fund passage improvements.
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A Strong Energy Portfolio for a Strong America
Energy efficiency and clean, renewable energy will mean a stronger economy, a cleaner
environment, and greater energy independence for America. By investing in technology
breakthroughs today, our nation can look forward to a more resilient economy and secure future.
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array of state, community, industry, and university partners, the U.S. Department of Energy's Office of
Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy invests in a portfolio of energy technologies that will:
$ Conserve energy in the residential, commercial, industrial, government, and transportation
sectors
$ Increase and diversify energy supply, with a focus on renewable domestic sources
$ Upgrade our national energy infrastructure
$ Facilitate the emergence of hydrogen technologies as vital new Aenergy carriers.@
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Weatherization & Intergovernmental Program
Accelerating the use of today's best energy-efficient and renewable technologies in homes,
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Wind & Hydropower Technologies Program
Harnessing America's abundant natural resources for clean power generation
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